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Ray: Everybody, Ray Brehm here, welcome to the podcast that will help you increase the income and 
influence of your book beyond royalties. Book Profits Secrets with Ray Brehm starts now. Everybody, 
welcome to another episode of Book Profits Secrets. Today, I'm with Qat Wanders. She is a star author 
and editor, does all my editing does puts up with last minute editing as well, although I shouldn't say 
that live. And I'm not even sure we're going to talk about the day because she's always got some 
amazing stuff to talk about. But we're going to get some book profit secrets out of her cat. Welcome 
aboard.  
 
Qat: Thanks for having me. How's it going?  
 
Ray: Great. So you and I it's funny because you and I were talking offline and just preparing for this and 
working on some. I've got I just I'm sending over some stuff for you to edit. I've got we were talking 
about potentially some summits and stuff like that and. Well, let's just talk about like what's going on in 
your book business and what your you were talking about. Well, let's start with the Kindle Unlimited 
thing, because I've been we were talking about this offline and we'll categorize this podcast in terms of 
like, hey, what you can do to make your books more profitable as they are on Amazon. And, you know, 
what's what are some of the things you do? And I think both fiction and nonfiction, you've got a library 
of both. You show all your fiction and nonfiction in one author page. Right.  
 
Qat: Actually, no, I have two different author pages for those. And I actually need to get a hold of 
Amazon because Amazon is no longer cooperating with my two author pages. They're not adding my 
fiction books anymore. It's weird. Yeah, I just but they're very similar. It's Qat Wonders for nonfiction. 
And then Qaterina Wanders my full name for fiction and then I have another pen name that's going to 
be coming out too. That's completely different than the others. But I want to count two author pages.  
 
Ray: So what's the you know, what's kind of the overarching theme of how you're maximizing profit, as 
you were saying some things right before I hit record here that made me think, OK, I need to go fix all 
my stuff. Let's talk about that. I mean, your use of copy select so that people have Kindle Unlimited can 
do that. You said some things to me just about getting reviews and so forth and Publico, which we both 



 
 
use for reviews. Let's talk about that, though. You're saying just by getting people to get reviews and 
most of them know the page through your book, you get page reads and it's bumped up your your 
royalties.  
 
Qat: Yeah. So basically I've been utilizing Kindle Unlimited. I know a lot of authors that go back and forth 
between using KU or going wide and there's pros and cons to both. Absolutely. And I kind of followed 
some podcasts of what the bigger authors were doing. And one thing I noticed, several we're doing 
really successfully was they were putting their books in KU for launch and keeping them there for like 
ninety days or six months or even a full year and then moving them wide. So that's something I've been 
kind of experimenting with because KU is making me a pretty good chunk of my royalties actually are 
coming from KU.  So I was always really hesitant to take them out and then I realized that like, well 
there's always this big splash in KU at the beginning and I can't prove this, but it's been, it's been kind of 
hinted at. A lot of authors think this, that KU, well, Amazon specifically does tend to push books that are 
in queue when you're exclusive to Amazon. Amazon does seem to push your books a little more and I 
can't prove that. So don't email me, but tell me I'm wrong. That's fine if you think I'm wrong. But I'm not 
the only one who thinks this. And I have noticed a bump in my sales when it's in KU versus if I go wide. 
So my current process is putting them out in KU first, building up the reviews there, because when, for 
instance, when you have a launch team and you have a lot of readers who read copies, advance reader 
copies, they don't always show up. And Amazon's been doing a little push lately where reviews that are 
mentioning I got an arc of this book, Amazon's been deleting a lot of those reviews and specifically and 
emailing the authors saying this was deleted because it's an advance reader copy. So I don't know, 
something changed recently where that's not allowed anymore. But I've heard this from several others. 
However, I have not had that happen to me. All of my our readers, their reviews are there just fine. But 
with you, as long as they actually get the book and KU and read through the whole thing, the review 
shows up just fine. It won't say verified purchase, which is why I do like to do like a week long launch of 
my book for ninety nine cents just to get those verified purchase reviews in there. But otherwise Kindle 
Unlimited works great. 
 
Ray: You're saying that everything that comes through KU they it's not considered verified? 
 
Qat: Yeah, it doesn't show up as a verified review. If it. Yeah. If the person reads it on Kindle Unlimited 
and then leaves the review, it doesn't show up as a verified review. However, I have noticed it is more 
likely for the review to stick, whereas if you give someone a free copy, they read the downloaded copy 
and then post review. I've noticed almost half the time that review comes down later because there's no 
evidence on Amazon's side that the book was actually read by that person, whereas at least with KU 
Amazon can tell the person, read the book and you get paid by the page. So and that brings me to when 
we were talking about Touby. A lot of people really talk smack about that site, and honestly, I have I like 
it. Some of those reviewers are harsh for sure. Everyone's like, you're just getting a bunch of biased 



 
 
reviews. I don't necessarily agree that those reviews are right. Some of them some of those readers 
hold.  
 
Ray: The negative ones are biased, right?  
 
Qat: Yeah, only the negative ones. Yeah. So I have one thing I do like about it is that you can just read 
and review books you're interested in. So I always click Kindle Unlimited will go into that process in a 
second, but I always click recommended reader so that they only show my book to people who read in 
that genre anyway, because otherwise you're going to mess up. You're also what's really bad. So when 
you like, that's part of the problem with launch teams. Even if everyone on your launch team reads all 
kind of different books, Amazon is not going to know who to show your book to you. You have to make 
sure you're showing it to the right people. So I use the recommended reader option on Puppy and make 
sure that it's showing my book to people who read that type of book anyway. And I also only read and 
review the types of books I like. But what has been working well for me is I go through my library and 
each week I'll make one of my books ninety nine cents and then I put it up there as a like please buy the 
book for ninety nine cents and leave your review that way. I get a few verified reviews in the midst of it 
all and then the rest of them. I just ask for reviews on Kindle Unlimited. So I say make sure you read the 
book and Kindle Limited. They have to get it there and then it has to be read through there and then 
they complete their review. Three of you will actually stay up in that case. And I've noticed my page 
rates have gone up like crazy. So it's been like an extra couple hundred dollars a month. I've been 
making just from using that, because so many more people are checking out my book in KU and reading 
all the way through it.  
 
Ray: And I'm trying to look. So, yeah, I'm wondering I'm looking at Russell Brunson. He doesn't do that. 
But it's like if you're I'm trying to think of a reason not to. I kind of just avoided KU after the beginning 
because I don't like being under somebody's thumb. I don't like people telling me what to do and KU's 
basically telling you what to do. But I think the only real reason I shouldn't like I've got one book that's 
perma free and I couldn't do that with KU, so I probably wouldn't put that one on. But you're saying, 
like, you have a significant page reason increase. But let's let's take well, I don't know if it's the same for 
fiction and nonfiction, but what what percent of your income for one book is page reads versus 
purchases,.  
 
Qat: 50 percent. Fifty pretty consistently. Fifty percent of my royalties are coming from Page Reads and 
that has been pretty consistent since the beginning. I it's a little different with each book though. So in 
fiction it's a solid fifty percent actually maybe even higher. I might be making more money from Kindle 
Unlimited in my fiction genre. As far as my nonfiction, like my yoga book, that's actually mostly 
paperback purchases. Everyone's buying the hard copy and then it's not. I have the price set for the e-
book at six ninety nine and it's still selling pretty well. So yeah, my yoga books, not as much in KU but 
still some and then fiction for sure. But keep in mind you don't have to stay in Kindle Unlimited. So that's 



 
 
the thing. Like once you bend over and submit to the grand design, you don't, you don't necessarily have 
to stay there. So I only have like right now, actually right now I only have one book that's not in Kindle 
Unlimited. The rest of them are, I believe. And that's the reason for the one. It was my free prequel. So 
the paperback copy is up there. But I give that book away for free if you buy the rest of the series so you 
can download it. And since it's free elsewhere, I can't have it in KU so and yeah. And I just I am in the 
process of just kind of building up more reviews and then I'm going to move everything wide.  
 
Ray: Which means by going wide, you're going to take it off KU. 
 
Qat: yeah, yeah. One by one, every single one of my books are going to come off of KU. The only one 
that might say might be my yoga book. The only reason I say that is because I've been making really 
good consistent sales on that book since I first published it at the beginning of twenty seventeen. So I'm 
hesitant to mess with it because I like the amount of money it's making and it has been consistent this 
whole time. So the only time I think I'll make changes to that I think would be if I see a change in sales 
and then I might experiment with that. But everything else I'm going to try for a while, but I'm going to 
keep doing that. So with all my upcoming releases, each book is going to come out in Kindle Unlimited 
and I'll stay there for probably at least six months, maybe even like a full year, and then move it wide. 
That process might change as I learn more about the industry. But right now that seems to be working 
really well for a lot of authors. The only problem with that is if you have some really avid readers who 
aren't on Amazon, so say they're waiting for your book on Kobo. And then you find out that your author, 
your favorite author is putting out a book, but you have to wait a year for it. So I'm kind of thinking 
about making it ninety days to six months and then moving it. And if I do a series, I will probably move 
the whole series at once. Why? Because I don't want my readers to get into a series and then realize 
they have to wait even longer. So, yeah, so like my old Schifter series, I'll probably move all of those 
books over at once. Same with my Academy books. So, yeah, I think instead of one at a time.  
 
Ray: So what if you were, if you created it and let's all ask this as an author is launching their first book 
or you like your thirty fifth or whatever, you've got a new book. What's your strategy with KU if you're 
laying it out now long term, short and long term? 
 
Qat: For fiction or nonfiction.  
 
Ray: Nonfiction, first   
 
Qat: So for non-fiction my strategy since I'm releasing a book this Sunday, I with nonfiction I don't like to 
do preorder, I do preorder with fiction, but not with the first book. So I only do preorders with a series. 
Just that's just kind of my thing with this particular book that's coming out on Sunday, I think I am 
actually going to set up a preorder for the following book in the series because this is going to be a 
whole series of nonfiction books. So the process with this one is I don't have it up for preorder, but I am 



 
 
intending to release it on Sunday. It will go live in Kindle Unlimited and I'll start building up my reviews 
right away when I really sit at full price for those who are willing to purchase it at full price or read it in a 
limited and start reviewing after about a week or two, depending on how many reviews I can get at the 
beginning, I'm not one of those people who spends like weeks leading up to a launch. I know a lot of 
people swear by that. I am a little too fly by the seat of my pants to do that.  
 
Ray: So noncommital? I'm thinking in terms of myself. But.  
 
Yeah, I actually kind of learned that from you when I read your what was it, the author startup all those 
years ago. I remember you were just like, no, you just put it out there and then you figure it out. I'm like, 
oh my God, I love him. I didn't even know you back then. 
 
Ray: that's great that you're quoting my book, OK?  
 
Qat: Yeah, yeah. That's like I remember that so well because I was a brand new author and I had no idea 
what I was doing. And I had just invested so much of my life into my first book release. And then I read 
yours and like, I'm doing that with my next one. And then I did. And it's always worked for me since. So 
yeah, I just don't stress. I put the book out there, then I figure it out and depending on how long it takes 
me to get some reviews up and I don't care about rankings. I know I probably should because the 
algorithm and blah blah blah, I just don't, I just don't care. Like I have too much to do to worry about, 
like watching my ranking and refreshing and getting that best seller tag. I got the best seller tag on my 
first like five books. I just don't care anymore. I just care about making money as long as well. That's 
what we're here for, as long as they're making money, whatever. So after my reviews build up, then I go 
into like the actual launch and that's when I start really announcing it's there. I might apply for a club 
and I might like send it out to some of my publishing groups. And that's actually like I usually do one post 
on Facebook to say, hey, I just published a book today. But other than that, I don't really talk about it 
until a couple of weeks later. And at that point I moved the price down to ninety nine cents and do a big 
push. But just to get some more verified reviews in there. But sometimes I don't even do that like my 
last book. Actually, I never lowered the price down to ninety nine cents unless I was doing a promotion 
and I didn't do the first promotion until like two months later because it was doing OK on its own. So my 
process is a little unorthodox. But also at the end of my book there is always a link to preorder the next 
book in the series. So that's the only time I use the preorder option is when it's in the middle of a series. 
So I start without preorder and then I have the next one set up for preorder and then I can go into my 
dashboard and look and see which books have how many preorders. So like one of my fiction books, I 
noticed it didn't get that many reviews, people that just didn't like the book as much and it got maybe 
eight preorders for book two. So I just canceled book two. And I have it written, but I'm just not going to 
bother with it until I can maybe fix some things on that first book. I'm like, you know, if people aren't 
liking it that much, I can do better. And I have the whole series written all four books already, but 
they're not edited. So I'm like, I'll just go back and do those another time because people obviously 



 
 
aren't loving it. Maybe they'll love it more in a year and then I'll bother. Whereas normally if I see one 
hundred and fifty preorders show up, I know that OK, people actually want this book. And for some 
authors, one hundred and fifty preorders is nothing like if they don't see five hundred to a thousand or 
more, they'll cancel the book. So but I'm not I don't have that kind of readership on my fiction books. So 
I just I look at the preorders. If people want it, I make sure it happens. If they don't, I cancel it.  
 
Ray: Yeah. I mean, I use I use preorders now mainly just to get it really add credibility to a series I've got 
right now. I've got and I just launched we were talking offline about this, but I just launched one last 
week. I still haven't told anybody about it. The book description I've written, it's two sentences, but it 
was because I put it on preorder. I had to get it done. But it was mainly I put it up there to add. 
Credibility to this to this at the Time three book series now it's a four book series, I've got way more, got 
a lot more coming. It's a it's my four authors series, author success series, I guess I should say. It's what 
it's called. And it's just there's short books about different things authors get to do. And this one was 
mobile apps. So that's why I use that from that perspective is more like credibility, but it's like it still falls 
back to the author's start up concepts like just get up. Yeah, I'll get to the book description next week. I'll 
get to the I probably won't even advertise it. It's just there to add weight to the series. And I may or may 
not, but like you said, I don't have any need to make it a bestseller on Amazon. It'll do what it does and 
adds another book to my library that adds authority credibility. It's another way in. It's another if you if 
you look at how copywriters write bullets, there's always like one bullet that kind of catches your eyes 
when you're reading a copy. Like, that's what I want to know. OK, I'll buy. That's a good point. 
Something like books or your poems, right? Looks are my bullets. So mobile apps for authors that might 
get some bodies. I get them onto my list, that's all. It's therefore I've got super system for authors. 
Virtual summits for authors, copywriting for authors. I've got an email for authors I'm working on. In fact 
I it's, it's recorded, it's not transcribed yet or anything, but that'll be the next one. Just stuff that comes. 
And that was feedback I got from my summit. It's like I need to know more about emailing. It's like OK, I 
recorded a bonus session but I recorded in a way I know I could turn it into a short book that's going to 
be out there. And there's something for everyone.  
 
Qat: That's genius. I'm actually I'm going to start doing that actually, because I have, like, the books that 
I'm releasing this weekend. It's part of a much larger series. It actually connects to different series, The 
Living, an unedited life. And then I don't actually have a name for the other series, but they're all like 
sexual empowerment books, because I also I have a part time sex touching business. And so, like a lot of 
people are interested in that. And so whenever I post about those books, people are like, oh my God, 
yeah, that's I have all the covers done and everything I can. I even have descriptions.  
 
Ray: Well now that they let you put it a year out. Right.  
 
Qat: Isn't it two. I think it's two years.  
 



 
 
Ray: Is it two. It was a year but they just bumped it to a year like in January. So for me I was like, OK, well 
now like I have books I can't commit to three months from now, but I can commit to a year. And actually 
that kind of puts it on the calendar, like, got to get it done. So like this, for instance, I've had a book in 
my head which I've got the content for, just like I don't want to sit down and organize at all. Called Book 
Profit Secrets, the same name as this podcast. The same the cover for that book I created two years ago 
and ended up using it for this podcast. It'll be the same for the book. It'll be part of a book final. It'll be 
kind of like a return. But it's like, well, why don't I just put that out there for a year from now and you 
can always move it up. You get that out and so gives me something to put out there. So it's a good point. 
You bring order. It's not really for I mean, I'll use it also with clients of relaunching their book. But for the 
most part, it's just like drawing a line. The other thing I'll tell you is Paul Brody wrote a book and he I 
learned this year he wrote a book, gave it away. It is some it free had really gone to Amazon to publish 
it. People opted and took the book, stole it, and then they published it on Amazon like six different 
times. It's from either side of the globe. But so now I'm like before I really tell anybody about the name 
of my book, I'm just going to put it out there, kind of draw a line in the sand like this thing. I already had 
this idea here.  
 
Qat: Actually, you know what happened to me? I had I wrote a series with my daughter called Animage 
Academy, and it's a school of shifter's that turn into weird animals. There's like a hedgehog schifter and 
pug shifta and a hummingbird. And we had the covers. It was like over a year in advance. We were 
working on this together for quite a while. We waited until we finished the whole series to start 
releasing it. I had the book up for preorder, which luckily I have proof in some of my print books that this 
was in there. So it obviously existed as of like well over a year ago. But it had been up for preorder for a 
while. And I noticed while it was up for preorder, another book with that same title popped up on 
Amazon. And I'm thinking, well, damn it, like now there's another Animage Academy series showing up, 
because when I first came up with the name, I looked everywhere. There was no other Animage 
Academy like perfect. And of course, six months after my book is up for preorder, another one shows 
up. And I'm not saying that this author stole it. I'm sure she came up with the title on her own. And I 
mean, it just happens. You end up with books, with the same titles all the time. It's just unfortunate that 
this happens while I was up for preorder and not when it was actually published because her her book 
published before mine did, even though mine was up for preorder six months earlier, her publication 
date is before mine. So I had some trouble come on to my Facebook page when I released the book and 
commented This book is already a title for a series by I won't say the author's name, even though I'm 
sure you can just Google it right now. And I was like small URLs, right too. I noticed it six months after 
mine was up for preorder. And it's just interesting because now, like people complaining that. It's 
because it is an unusual title, but it's not so unusual, like an image could easily be come up with by 
anyone because it means magic and animal. So, you know, it's just it sucks that we ended up with two 
series with the same title. But the one thing I do wish is because first published before mine, it makes 
for publication date earlier than mine. So it looks like I copied rather than showing when I set it up for 



 
 
preorder. So the only proof I have that I had, the idea first is the fact that I had announced the preorder 
of that book in a previous series of mine a year earlier. And that's it. So it's just it's  
 
Ray: interesting I mean, yeah, people do. I was just thinking I wonder if you could publish it for like I 
know it doesn't happen right away. You got to wait for approval. Like, I was doing preorder and I was on 
the phone one time and I was like, just going to put a book up on preorder. And I was talking instead of 
clicking preorder, I had left. It is ready to go. And I just clicked through and hit publish instead of like 
submit for preorder. I'm like, oh my God. And I got off the phone, I'm calling them. They're like, there's 
nothing you can do and you just have to publish it and then you can publish it. And I couldn't change 
something. I can't remember what it was. So I. And you can't delete it from the council. So I got this kind 
of dead book sitting out there and people to wonder if you could publish it for an hour and then 
unpublished. And like, if I republish that, I wonder if that would give me the original published date or 
the you could publish it for an hour and then they could just take it off. Of course, that would defeat the 
purpose of having a preorder, but then you could kind of put your name in the sand that way. That's an 
interesting idea, which most like. I know, but yeah, it's kind of like or maybe you submit it to the you 
have to have it done is for the government copyright and all that stuff.  
 
Qat: I don't know, I don't know how all that works.  
 
Ray: Anyway. There's going to be people copying stuff and no matter what I guess. But yeah. So that's 
good stuff. I think between this and what we were talking about before we started recording was I've 
got me thinking like, OK, I need to I know I'm not maximizing royalties. And that's kind of what this 
podcast is about. It's like the other stuff, but you still should be maximizing your royalties. And I'm not 
doing that by not using it, especially because most of my books aren't on other platforms. And if they're 
not, what's the point? Unless they're perma free. Really? Yeah. Or I don't know. Would you say there's 
any strategy to. Because like I say, I'm looking at Russell Brunson's, his is on Kindle Unlimited. I don't 
know some of these other guys. It mainly because I'm saying he wants to sell through his books on on 
his site and Amazon and Amazon. So if you're trying to create value, well, I don't know. You still could 
make it a high price Kindle book, but it's on Kindle Unlimited. I'm just trying to think, what other reasons 
wouldn't you use Kindle Unlimited for a book?  
 
Qat: I mean, really, the only reason not to is if you want to use other platforms, which is which is a really 
good reason. I mean, if you have you really need to research your genre because certain genres just do 
better. Like I can tell you my fiction books, I would be dumb to take them out of Kindle Unlimited right 
now with the amount of page rates they're getting versus sales. My nonfiction, I could leave KU right 
now and probably not see that big of a difference, especially because I've talked to other authors who 
have said that the amount that they make on other platforms is about equal to what they were making 
on KU so that's why I've been preferring to move like I did that initially with the series. Now they're back 
on KU because I, I was kind of experimenting with those books. I really I wasn't sure about those books I 



 
 
wrote them so long ago, I wasn't totally sure they were good. And now that I know they're good people 
like them and the covers right. For the genre. And I did everything I was supposed to tweak some things. 
They've been kind of an experimental series for me. So that was what I did with them. And I did I noticed 
what I was making on the other platforms did not compare to KU so I've moved the back over to you as I 
built up more reviews. If the page reads drop off on KU though, I will be more inclined to go back over. 
However, I know lots of people in non fiction who see a noticeable difference when they're on other 
platforms. They start making a lot more money on those other platforms, more than they were making 
on KU so look into your genre and see where are those readers? A lot of romance books like those short 
romance erotica especially, that's going to do really well on KU Because those readers are hungry in 
more ways than one, but they're going to be reading very quickly. They have no desire to buy all these 
books because they're some of these readers are reading like a book or two a day. So they won't to you 
because they're going to plow through these books another pun really, really quickly as we go on. But 
so, yeah, Urban Fantasy is known to do pretty well on KU but yeah, just romance specifically I've noticed 
does really well there. I know very few romance authors who are wide. I do know some though and they 
do very well, but they're pretty big. So most especially when you're unknown. KU is a great place to get 
discovered because Amazon does push you a little bit at the beginning. So I'm very happy with my 
decision on you at the beginning. Another thing to look for when we're talking about genre and how 
your readers are reading, think about the age group of your readers like sweet romance and historical 
romance and stuff like that does really well in large print. I have a friend who does historical romances. 
She has a much older audience, literally, I think she said. Fifty seven percent of her royalties came from 
large print books. That's a huge number, which is a huge percentage because. Yeah, so that means her 
readers are wanting not just a Kindle where they can enlarge the print. They're wanting large print 
books. So large prints. Another way to go. You can make a good chunk of money on there. I just released 
one of my books, that large print also, and I did notice a little bump in royalties there. So I think I'm 
actually going to go in and do that with all of them.  
 
Ray: That's interesting to me, too, because I found that and I haven't done a lot, obviously, on other 
platforms, but they didn't seem to ever make any money from nonfiction point of view. So if that's the 
case, I should my books should all be on Kindle Unlimited, and they're not. But anyway, that's good info. 
What's so I think people should check out your your site. Where can they go to look? I mean, I guess 
they could search for you on Amazon to kind of see fiction nonfiction. But what's your work in people to 
check out your books and your site and all the stuff?  
 
Qat: So on Amazon you can just look up. Qat wonders Q-A-T is how I spell Qat or Qaterina Wanders Q-A-
T-E-R-I-N-A I just you're going to have a heck of a time trying to figure out my name on there. It's one of 
the problems with having an unusual name is when I'm on podcasts and I have to spell my name. But so 
you can look up my books on Amazon. But that's not. I've had friends who were like I tried to look you 
up on Amazon and I can't figure it out and I don't know why it doesn't work for them. I type in my own 
name on Amazon and all my books come up. But whatever.  



 
 
 
Ray: Here is we're going to do go to Ray dot FM Slash Qat Q-A-T. And we're going to send you to look at 
all of her books and kind of get an idea of how that works. And yeah, because I follow you and I want to 
model a lot of what I do from what you're doing, especially the stuff we've been talking about, like, oh 
my God, OK, I'm leaving money on the table if I just don't take an hour to go set those up, figure out 
which book should be on all these all these ninety nine cent books, they might as well be on Kindle 
Unlimited too if they're only on Amazon. I mean there's no point so.  
 
Qat: Well another really helpful thing you can do. So if you go to my website, which is wandering words 
media, dotcom, that is mostly focused around my editing business, but I am in the process of doing what 
I did at the very beginning and then ended. And that was a bad idea, which is I had my own little page of 
Qats books. So finally I decided I wanted to have my own separate site. So now I've purchased the 
domain. So Qaterina Wanders, Dotcom is going to be a thing along with Qat Wanders. But if you go to 
my main website, you can click on the books. And so it's going to have a page of here my books and then 
it'll take you to another website if you go to that website. And I will lay this out in an organized fashion 
of here all my different books under all my different names organized according to genre. Because if you 
just send someone to your Amazon page, Amazon doesn't always make it easy for the reader. You kind 
of end up like even if you go to the author page directly, they put the books out in the order that they 
were released. Sometimes things get missed. But if you go to your website and you organize all your 
books by genre or release date or however you want to organize them, it makes it really easy for your 
readers to find your books. The best part about that is you can use your Amazon affiliate link. And if you 
don't know what I'm talking about when I say Amazon affiliate link, Google, Amazon Associates, but then 
you can put an affiliate link on your website. So whenever someone goes to Amazon from your website, 
then you get your affiliate commission. You can also use what is it, books to read and what is the book? 
Linko because not everyone wants to go on Amazon to buy books. So if your books are wide, you don't 
have to use an Amazon link. You can use a universal book link and they can either buy directly from you 
on your website, which I know a lot of authors are having great success with, or they can use that 
universal book link and it'll take them to the seller of their choice. But it gets traffic to your website as 
well. And everything's in a nice little organized box for them, which I'm talking about, like it's so 
important. And that's not how mine is set up right now, but it will be in the next couple months.  
 
Ray: Qaterina is just a temp site, right? Right now.  
 
Qat: Yeah. Qatarina Wanders. I just bought that domain.  
 
Ray: So for right now, I'm going to point I'm going to point Ray dot FM slash cat. Q-A-T. And that's 
pointing to Qat Wanders dotcom. But you can always get to the other one from there or I'll update this. 
So that will be a safe one. But that's live now. Yes, I did that as we're talking. Isn't that amazing. Nicely 
done anyway. All right, let's wrap it up, because I know I've been kept I've kept you on er between our 



 
 
chat and the podcast itself. I'm keeping you up late or whatever we're doing anyway. Qat, thanks again, 
everybody. Check out and strategize on Kindle Unimited based on what you've heard today to maximize 
royalties, that's one of the ways you can make more profits from your book and go to Ray dot FM slash 
Q a t for Qat and you can see the most important site that it's pointed to at this time. And we'll update 
that if we need to. But that's where we're going to go. And you can also see Qat. She's been on book 
profit school every year summit. She's got some. It's coming. I've got some. It's coming. She's got 
courses. Check it all out. And thanks for joining us. And we will talk to you all soon. Bye bye. Everybody, 
thanks for joining me on this episode of book Profit Secrets. You know, Abraham Lincoln once said if he 
had six hours to chop down a tree, he would spend the first four sharpening his ax. That's what this 
podcast is meant to do. That's also what we do on our site, our companion site, Ray dot FM. So check us 
out there and sharpen your acts, increase your influence, income and audience, and we'll see you next 
time.  
 

 


